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ABSTRACT: The world of internet has been undergoing rapid changes since its inception. 

In the twenty first century there is a new paradigm shift in computing from personal 

computers to personal contents and collective intelligence. The term Collective intelligence is 

meant to emphasis the role of humans as contributors to knowledge creation and collectively 

problem-solving in a networked society. Collective intelligence, on the other hand, 

emphasises the role of computers as facilitators of learning and knowledge sharing in 

collaborative environment via the multimedia enriched contents or games.  

Collective intelligence refers to the process to mine the enormous amount of data created by 

persons on the web. Various web applications help in the process. The social web (web2.0) is 

a prominent example of an ecosystem of participants where value is created by the 

aggregation.  

Norman Lee Johnson has referred to collective intelligence as a symbiotic relationship. The 

digital ecosystem provides the ground for collective intelligence. The digital ecosystem has 

three types of species in them. They are one, the biological species represented by humans; 

second the economic species represented by the business organisations and third the digital 

species comprising of the computer, software and various applications. 

The automatic generation of collective intelligence is a departure from the traditional 

methods of information sharing. As information from both the multimedia content and social 

aspects are merged, the social dynamics is also taken into account simultaneously. 

The various applications of collective intelligence are citizen journalism, collaborative 

scientific problem solving, maintaining model bases, environmental monitoring and global 

climate change, collective business models and the enterprise2.0, collaborative e-learning, 

social networking analysis, e-governance, collective transportation systems, collective 

environment monitoring system and increasing returns with scale. 



A success story of collective intelligence is the Wikipedia which creates an environment for 

knowledge creation and sharing. The social media also offers various success stories of 

collective intelligence such as face book, MySpace, Flicker etc. Google and Yahoo are 

examples of collective intelligence for information retrieval and search engines. 

This paper seeks to trace and analyse the growth of collective intelligence on the internet and 

its importance in the internet society. With the help of case studies the researchers intends to 

analyse the various applications and its working and utility. With the help of case studies the 

future trends in collective intelligence will be put forth. The implications of collective 

intelligence on various aspects such as knowledge –sharing, business development etc will be 

examined. 

INTRODUCTION: 

Collective intelligence is a phrase used by the technologist to usually mean the combining of 

behaviour, preferences or ideas of a group of people to create novel insights. 

In view of this above definition, collective has been in operation since the existence of bees, 

ants and the evolution of  human communities. Before internet, collective intelligence in the 

form of survey or census existed. They gathered opinion from a large number of people and 

new conclusions were drawn from the large data gathered. But with the advent of technology 

and the growth of internet as world wide web the applications have increased manifold.  

A French cyber theorist Pierre Levy coined the term collective intelligence in relation to the 

applicability of the term on world wide web. He introduced the concept in a book titled, 

“Collective Intelligence: Mankind’s Emerging world in Cyberspace” in 1994 it was translated 

into English in1999. 



 The idea of the crowd or collective is found in the works of Charles Mackay in 1841 in his 

works-Extraordinary popular delusions and The Madness of crowds was the default 

framework for the collective at work. According to Mackay , the most likely outcome of 

collective human dynamics is market bubbles, instability and chaos. Crowd is used in a 

negative sense as crowd not capable of solving certain problems. 

Thomas Malone defines collective intelligence is groups or individual acting collectively in 

ways that seem intelligent. 

A number of applications, have shown that a group of diverse ,independent and reasonably 

informed people might outperform even the best individual estimate or decision. James 

Surowiecki’s book,” The wisdom of crowds” offers a collection of such examples. 

The emergence of web-based tools has helped to bring people together in a variety of formats 

has made it possible to experiment with a number of different mechanisms for tapping into 

the decision-making capabilities of the collective. The wide availability of web2.0 

applications has led to the increasing emergence of professional amaetures 

Collective intelligence refers to the ability of virtual communities to leverage the knowledge 

and expertise of their members ,often through large-scale collaborations and deliberations. 

Levy sees collective intelligence as a new form of power that operates alongside the power of 

nomadic migrations, the nation-state, and commodity capitalism. 

There are various forms of collective intelligence. Some of the forms of collective 

intelligence are-reflective, structural, evolutionary, informational, noetic, flow, statistical and 

relevational.(Tovey) 

 

PIERRE LEVY’S IDEA OF COLLECTIVE INTELIGENCE: 



The number of internet users is increasing at the rate of ten percent per month. The effect of 

communication revolution on society and culture can be that machines rule men.  Pierre Levy 

believes that the technology of cyberspace will have a humanizing effect on humans ,and 

foster the emergence of collective Intelligence-a meeting of minds on the internet-that will 

validate the contributions of the individual. 

 “None of us know everything, each one of us know something; and we can put the pieces 

together if we pool our resources and combine our skills, collective intelligence can be seen 

as a alternate source of media power. We are learning to use that power through our day-to-

day interaction with convergence culture.”(Henry Jenkins:2006) 

According to Levy ,people harness their individual expertise towards shared goals and 

objectives. Collective intelligence refers to this ability of virtual communities to leverage the 

combined expertise of their members. The organisation of members into knowledge 

communities enables them to exert a greater power in the negotiations with media producers. 

The emergent knowledge culture will never fully escape the influence of commodity culture 

.He however suggests that collective intelligence will gradually alter the ways commodity 

culture operates. The industry panic over audience participation as short sighted.”The 

knowledge culture ,serves as the “invisible and intangible engine’ for the circulation and 

exchange of commodities.(Henry jerkins;2006) 

These communities are held together through the mutual production and reciprocal exchange 

of knowledge. As he writes, such groups “make available to the collective intellect all of the 

pertinent knowledge available to it at a given moment.” More importantly they serve as sites 

for collective discussion, negotiations and development,” and they prod the individual 

members to seek out new information for the common good: unanswered questions will 



create tensions....indicating regions where inventions and innovation are required. 

(pg27,Jenkins) 

For Levy, the power to participate within knowledge communities exists alongside the power 

the nation-state exerts over its workers and consumers. For Levy, at his most utopian, this 

emerging power to participate serves as a strong corrective to those traditional sources of 

power, though they will also seek ways to turn, it towards their own ends. People are learning 

how to exercise that power-individually and collectively-and are still fighting to define the 

term . Many fear this power; others embrace it. 

 Collective intelligence theorist will have to figure out how-and why-groups with different 

backgrounds, agendas, perspectives ,and knowledge ,can listen to one another and work 

together toward the common good.  

Levy sees such knowledge communities as central to the task of restoring democratic 

citizenship. He sees the sharing of knowledge around the world as the best way of breaking 

down the divisions and suspicious that currently shape international relations. Levy’s claims 

are vast and mystifying, he speaks of his model of collective intelligence as an achievable 

utopia, yet he recognises that small local experiments will be where we learn how to live 

within knowledge communities. We are he argues, in a period of apprenticeship through 

which we innovate and explore the structures that will support political and economic life in 

the future.(pg29 ,jenkins) 

In collective intelligence(2000)Pierre Levy proposes what he calls an “achievable utopia”:he 

asks us to imagine what would happen when the sharing of knowledge and the exercise of 

grass root power became normative. In levy’s world, people from fundamentally different 

perspectives as a value in talking and listening to one another, and such deliberations form 

the basis for mutual respect and trust .A similar idea underlines the work of the centre for 



deliberative democracy at Standford university  .Interested in how to reconnect a notion of 

deliberations-the active weighing of evidence and argument-back to popular democracy, they 

have run a series of tests around the world of new processes whereby participants of diverse 

political backgrounds are brought together-online and sometimes face-to-face-over an 

extended period of time, given detailed briefing books on public policy issues as well as the 

chance to question one another and experts. Over time they found dramatic shifts in the ways 

participants thought about the issues as they learned to listen to alternative viewpoints and 

factor diverse experiences and ideas into their thinking about the issues.For example in one 

such session ,support for foreign aid jumped from a 20 percent minority to 53 percent 

majority in part because the group learned what a small percentage of the total federal budget 

went to such purposes;discussions on the Iraq war led a new consensus position that saw Iraq 

as a legitimate interest but one that was largely separate from the war on terror and one that 

might best be combated evidence that people who felt better informed on the issues were 

more likely to vote or otherwise participate in the elctroal process.Theoretically they argue 

,citizens have greater potential for deliberations than government bodies because they are not 

bound in any formal way to  constituents or parties and thus are much freer to shift their 

views as they rethink issues.The challenge is to create a context where people of different 

backgrounds actually talk and listen to one another.(pg 235;Jenkins) 

Convergence encourages participation and collective intelligence,a view nicely summed up 

by the New York Times”s Marshall Sella:”with the aid of the internet ,the loftiest dream for 

television is being realized: an odd brand of interactivity. Television began as a one-way 

street winding from producers to consumers,but the street is now becoming two-way.A man 

with one machine(aTV) is doomed to isolation, but a man with two machines(tv and a 

computer) can belong to a community. When people who have access to multiple machines 

consume-and produce-media together, they pool their insights and information, mobilize to 



promote common interests ,and function as grassroots intermediaries ensuring that important 

messages and interesting content circulate more broadly. Rather than talking about personal 

media, perhaps we should be talking about communities whether experienced face-to-face at 

the most local level or over the Net.(pg245;Jenkins) 

The growth of cyberspace does not mean that collective intelligence will develop 

automatically; it only provides a friendly environment for it to develop. The collective 

intelligence offered by cyber culture is participatory, socializing, decompartmentalizing and 

emancipating and is one of the best remedies offered for the negative effects of technological 

change. 

In ancient Greece, the word pharmakon referred to both a poison and a remedy. A new 

pharmakon, the collective intelligence promoted by cyberculture acts as a poison for non-

participants and a remedy for those who are willing to plunge into its turbulence and 

negotiate its currents.(Pierre Levy:2001) 

Levy draws a distinction between organic social group(families,clans,tribes),organized social 

group(nations, institutions, religions and corporations) and self-organized groups (such as the 

virtual communities of the web).(Nightingale & Ross 2003) According to Levy new 

technology are breaking down the geographical boundaries and there is a declining loyalty of 

individuals to organizes groups and diminishing power of nation-states to command loyalty 

of their citizens. But with the emergence of new knowledge communities which are 

voluntary, temporary and tactical affiliations; members can shift from one community to 

another depending on their interests and needs. They  can belong to more than one 

community at the same time. Mutual production and reciprocal exchange of knowledge holds 

members together. He believes that the exchange of ideas in cyberspace has the potential to 



liberate mankind from the social and political hierarchies that have hindered the advancement 

of mankind. 

 Pierre Levy speculates about what kind of aesthetic works would respond to the demands of 

his knowledge cultures. First, he suggests that the distinction between authors and readers, 

producers and spectators, creators and interpreters will blend to form a circuit of 

expression,with each participant working to sustain the activity of the others.The artwork will 

be what Levy calls a cultural attractor,drawing together and creating common ground 

between diverse communities; we might also describe it as a cultural activator, setting into 

motion their decipherment, speculation and elaboration.The challenge he says ,is to create 

works with enough depth that they can justify such large-scale efforts.our primary goal 

should be to prevent closure from occurring too quickly.(pg95;Jenkins) 

Our workplaces have become more collaborative;our political process has become more 

decentered;we are living more and more within knowledge cultures based on collective 

intelligence.our schools are not teaching what it means to live and work in such knowledge 

communities,but popular culture may be doing so.(pg129;Jenkins) 

Contradictions,confusions,and multiple perspectives should be anticipated at a moment of 

transition where one media paradigm is dying and another is being born.none of us really 

knows how to live in this era of media convergence,collective intelligence,and participatory 

culture.these changes are producing anxieties and uncertainties,even panic,as people imagine 

a world without gatekeepers and live with reality of expanding corporate media power.Our 

responses to thase changes can be easily mapped out in traditional idealogical terms: there is 

not a unified right wing or left wing reponses to convergence culture.(pg 170 jenkins) 



Pierre levy’s focus is on the ways that each learner contributes to the larger collective 

intelligence;but both are describing parts of the same experience-living in a world where 

knowledge is shared and where critical activity is ongoing and lifelong.(pg 184;Jenkins) 

Levy described-knowledgable in some areas, somewhat aware of others, operating in a 

context of mutual trust and shared resources. As we have seen many are learning how to 

share, deploy, trust, evaluate, contest, and act upon collective knowledge as part of their 

recreational lives.(pg226;Jenkins) 

ELEMENTS OF COLLECTIVE INTELLIGENCE: 

On examination of various collective intelligence systems by scholars they have been broken 

to various sets of building blocks(Malone,Laubacher,Dellarocas:2009). There are two sets of 

genes which are combined and recombined in various ways to form different kinds of 

collective intelligence systems.These building blocks or genes can be broken into two sets:-

1)Who is performing the task? Why are they doing it?2)What is being accomplished? How is 

it being done? 

These genes are the core elements from which collective intelligence is being built.These 

genes can be further broken down into its components.The who is performing the task refers 

to the staffing pattern.Whether it has a hierarchy like traditional organizations or crowd is 

doing it.In a web enabled collective intelligence system reliance on the crowd gene is a 

central feature. 

The question of why are they doing it? Refers to the incentives for performing a certain task. 

There are three kinds of incentives-money, love and glory. Money refers to monetary gains 

for performing a task.This was more popular in traditional systems. Love and glory are the 



incentives which collective intelligence systems rely on. Love has different connotations like 

enjoyment of an activity, it helps to socialise with others and contributing to a cause 

The second set of genes refers to goals and the structural process involved in the task.What is 

being accomplished can be divided into two-one create-that is the actors generate something 

new.The Decide gene where the actors evaluate and select alternatives.The genes associated 

with the create task are collection and collaboration.Collection is where a number of things 

are put together like You Tube which has videos,Digg has newsstories uploaded by people.A 

sub-type of the collection gene is the contest gene.Examples of contest gene are Threadless 

(t-Shirt designs),Netflix(DvDs). 

The collaboration gene is functional both at the individual level and at the group level. The 

individual decisions are based on markets and social networks.Markets are useful when 

people need to be paid;otherwise social networks like blogsphere,epinions.com and 

Amazon.com At the group level decisions are made by voting, consensus, averaging, 

prediction markets. Initially collective intelligence was used for recreation but later it is being 

used in other areas like education, law, politics, advertising, religion and military operations. 

Norman Lee Johnson has referred to collective intelligence as a symbiotic relationship. The 

digital ecosystem provides the ground for collective intelligence. The digital ecosystem has 

three types of species in them. They are one, the biological species represented by humans; 

second the economic species represented by the business organisations and third the digital 

species comprising of the computer, software and various applications. 

 

The field of collective intelligence is strong in terms of application but needs to built on 

theorising. 



Collective intelligence consists of five layers(Solachidis etal):- 

1.Personal Intelligence-One can upload and access information from a veariety of sources. 

2.Media Intelligence- Automated analysis and semantic extraction from raw visuals,textual or 

audio content and associated metadata. 

3.Mass Intelligence-Contribute their knowledge to the web 2.0 applications 

4.Social intelligence-From monitoring,analysis,recognition and understanding of the needs 

and capabilities of individual and communities from their information usage and 

communication pattern. 

5.Organizational Intelligence-Sharing of knowledge between the individual members of an 

organization. organizational intelligence brings the right piece of knowledge at the right time 

to the right person of the organisation in order to support decision making.  

CASE STUDIES: 

Collective intelligence is found in  a number of application.With technological advancement 

and convergence of various technologies occurring here are newer applications emerging 

everyday. 

Some of the examples of collective intelligence are- wikipedia, Linux, 

YouTube(videos),Digg (news stories), Flickr (Photographs),Threadless (T-shirt 

design),Innocentive (solve challenging scientific problems),Netflix(DVDs)IBM”S innovation 

jams and Top coder 

Coach redefines the online focus group-Coach a fashion company wanted ideas from 

younger generation. They launched a contest for people to provide their designs, colour 

schemes etc in the form of coach tote bag designs. The participants had to put the designs 



online and prizes were awarded to different category of designers. In a week they received 

about 3200 entries. As a result there sales went up and also enhanced customer satisfaction. 

Citi’s Global transaction services division organised a jam online. The basic aim of 

organising such an event online was to tap into the knowledge of the employees from around 

the world ,to validate the business strategy of the company and to look for further 

opportunities for client services to improve and grow. Citi has 20,00 people in 96 countries, 

once the event was announced some 6,000 employees across 88 countries registered and took 

part in the 55 hour event. On an average an employee had a dialogue for 4 hours. The  views 

of the employees were taken into consideration and future strategy worked out. This helped 

to enhance the employee engagement with their company. 

El Paso exploration and production connects technical experts to share knowledge and 

build skills. El Paso is a company dealing in natural gas and related products. Before 2009 the 

company had a operating system based on operational divisions and the reporting system was 

based on the divisions. In 2009 the company underwent a transformation to improve technical 

communication and make employees more accountable. A network of excellence was created 

around each of company’s discipline-geo -science, drilling,  land use and facilities. Under the 

new structure the technical specialists could collaborate, solve problems ,develop technical 

standard and identify and share best practices. This collaborative tool enabled the employees 

to communicate and share their best practices across operational units. As a result of this new 

method the company was able to cut down on costs and improve productivity at the same 

time it also improved the skills of the employees. 

Magnum a photo repository company had some 500,000 photos half of which were untagged 

or their identity was not known. Magnum asked its 350,00 Twitter fans to help them identify 

the subject-matter of the photos as they no description or identifiers. Once the photo was 



tagged and several participants agreed to a photo tags it was considered tagged and send for 

further scrutiny and after authentication added to the online searchable repository. The 

reward which Magnum gave them was able to see certain photos which only a few would 

have seen .In the future they are planning to give a greeting card or calendar signed by the 

photographer whose photos they have identified.  

IBM social business services helps client establish their social business strategy. They help 

them to select their platforms, the requisite skills as well as help develop business practices 

and skills in order to operate in a social environment. 

SmartBook as an option of e-book ,it has three spaces .One space for the author, the second 

for the reader and the third for  collaboration. Smart Books would enable the author to 

interact with the readers and the collaborations in their respective spaces. The difference 

between Wikipedia and SmartBook is that it has ownership which is absent in Wikipedia. 

Netflix an online DVD rental company was in 2006 launched  a competition in which the 

recommendation of people about certain DVDS would increase the rentals of the DVDs and 

if their sales went up by 10 percent the group would be awarded cash prize. With the help of 

its existing customer Netflix was able to attract its prospective customers and provided an 

array of services to them. 

Google search bar was introduced in 1998 and by 2004 they were handling 85 percent of the 

traffic. Its founders were among the ten richest people in the world. 

 CONCLUSIONS: 

The world of internet has been undergoing rapid changes since its inception. The term 

Collective intelligence is meant to emphasis the role of humans as contributors to knowledge 

creation and collectively problem-solving in a networked society. Collective intelligence, on 



the other hand, emphasises the role of computers as facilitators of learning and knowledge 

sharing in collaborative environment via the multimedia enriched contents or games.  

Collective intelligence refers to the process to mine the enormous amount of data created by 

persons on the web. The automatic generation of collective intelligence is a departure from 

the traditional methods of information sharing. As information from both the multimedia 

content and social aspects are merged, the social dynamics is also taken into account 

simultaneously. 

The various applications of collective intelligence are citizen journalism, collaborative 

scientific problem solving, maintaining model bases, environmental monitoring and global 

climate change, collective business models and the enterprise2.0, collaborative e-learning, 

social networking analysis, e-governance, collective transportation systems, collective 

environment monitoring system and increasing returns with scale. 

A success story of collective intelligence is the Wikipedia which creates an environment for 

knowledge creation and sharing. The social media also offers various success stories of 

collective intelligence such as face book, MySpace, Flicker etc. Google and Yahoo are 

examples of collective intelligence for information retrieval and search engines. 

To conclude, “The early examples of web-enabled collective intelligence are not the end of 

the story but just the beginning. As computing and communication capabilities continue to 

improve there will be a myriad of other examples like those in the coming 

decades.”(Malone,etal:2009) 
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